St Edward Sep S (788082)

Tracking Student Achievement in Relation to the Provincial Standard
Primary (Grade 3) to Junior Division (Grade 6), 2013–2014 to 2016–2017
School: St Edward Sep S (788082)
School Board: York Catholic DSB (67075)
EQAO tracked the progress of students who wrote the primary-division assessment in 2014, when they were in Grade 3,
and the junior-division assessment in 2017, when they were in Grade 6. There were 49 students at the time of the 2017
junior-division assessment. The pie charts below show how students performed on the 2017 assessments compared to
their assessment results in 2014. The percentages are based on all tracked students in the cohort, including those who
participated, those who were exempted and those who provided no work to be scored.
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Writing

Mathematics

From Grade 3 in 2014 to Grade 6 in 2017

From Grade 3 in 2014 to Grade 6 in 2017

From Grade 3 in 2014 to Grade 6 in 2017

Maintained Standard

Rose to Standard

Some French Immersion students do not
write all components of the assessment in
Grade 3; the numbers shown reflect those
students who were expected to write each
component as determined by the French
Immersion participation option selected by
boards.

*

Dropped From Standard

Some French Immersion students do not
write all components of the assessment in
Grade 3; the numbers shown reflect those
students who were expected to write each
component as determined by the French
Immersion participation option selected
by boards.

Never Met Standard

The mathematics results for the 47*
students in the cohort are as follows:


70% (33) met the provincial standard
in Grade 3 and Grade 6;



9% (4) did not meet the standard in
Grade 3 but met it in Grade 6;



13% (6) met the standard in Grade 3
but did not meet it in Grade 6; and



9% (4) did not meet the standard in
Grade 3 and did not in Grade 6.

Includes only students with validated data. Percentages may not add up to 100, due to rounding.

Results as of September 6, 2017
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